


The mines have committed themselves to an all or nothing fight with the NCB and the Government over their
futures in the coal industry. That they cannot afford to lose is obvious. What isn't so obvious after three months
on strike is what they can win.

There are two things to be won. They can force Macgregor to drop his current _plan! for the industry. In reality
this will mean the NIJM negotiationg 'something bettbr'on their behalf. Today Scargill sayq jop_s_etld closures are
not negotiable. What he means is that he will have to be forced to swallow them. Between the NUM and the NCB
the argument is merely about different interpretations of what 'the good of the industry'is. At best this mearut a
new 'Plan for Coal'. At best it means replacing the short sharp shockMacGregor wants with a slower winddown.
This is clearly what the NCB would setile for-if they have t6. For them the-strike isn't just about closures, it's
about trying to break the miners spirit. About reinforcing the divisions between miners, and confining opposition
to a minority in each affected pit and region. Everyone else having been forcibly pursuaded of the 'inevitability
of it all', of the 'pointlessness of resistance'.

The return to a slow run down within the guidelines of a new 'Plan' is what the NUM will settle for too. They
understand the 'realities' of the capitalist-marketplace. Without subsidies -- out of the question from this
govenrment - British coal is uncompetitive. Closures are the 'inevitable' result. The only thing to be negotiated
is the sped and the price of them. They know their best hope is to set the terms of the negotiations over future
closures in advance with a national agteement. That is what they will accept if they are allowed to determine the
level of struggle and its goals.

Presuming neither side decisively defeated the other the NUM and NCBs settlement would remoye the threat of
compulsory redundancies. Better terms would be offered. Some closures would be put off for a year or two -this
to be sold to the miners in the hope that a Labour government will be elected, or an upturn in the market will
occur. None of this will be easy for either side - one facing its members, the other facing the government. That is
why this strike has been a long one and could go on much longer still, inflicting in the process the maximum
damages on the finances and morale of the miners themselves.

Just postponing the process of closwes would be some sort of result of course. It would demonstrate if nothing
else determination not to be passively subjected to market forces. But for those miners in the affected pits the
months or yeam of extra work wouldn't enable them to make up the money lost in the sttike. Without the other
thing to be won it would be a hollow victory indeed. That other thing to be won is the development of a
confidence and solidarity at rank and file level which could mount an effective resistance to closures when they
restart. The divisions between miners that have deepened in the course of this strike show the problem clearly.
ftsalisrn says resistance to closures is doomed - that is only true if the miners don't take this opportunity to
forge better links directly with other pits and other regions.

the strike already faces grave problems. Organised on the
lion - it would be a struggle to achieve the unions limited
ve no alternative but to take control of the extension of
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The unity that the NLJM has ttied to
maintain during the strike isn't a unity
between workers. For them its not just
the future of the coal industry thats at
stalre (as distinct from the livelihoods of
miners). Thrcughout the three months of
the strike, during the overtime ban before
that - indeed in all the attempts at indus.
trial action since Scargill became president,
it has been the unity and future of the
NLJM itself that has been the overriding
consern. However this strike turns out,
that is how they will mealnr€ lictory'.

The miners strike is the fust national
industrial action over jobs for many
yean. All other recent industry wide
strikes - steel, fuemen, health workers,
lorry drivers etc - have been over pay.
(In the steel strike the unions manouvred
anger over closures and redundancies into
a strike over pay). This already moves the
struggle off.the ground which unions are
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happiest frghting on. (The NGA - a simil-
arly 'militant' union facing equally large
problems failed in its attempts ts broaden
its Wanington dispute with Eddie Shatr
beyond the question of sympathy action
for the 'Stockport Six', and into the
wider confrontation around technological
threats to unionisation it wanted). This
strike has built on the back of an overtime
ban called in response primarily to a pay
offer. (And when it comes to negot-
iating the end of the strike '\rinning"
last years pay rise will figure in the list
of 'concessions).

The 'militant' national leadership of the
NUM have wanted a national strike on
the question of jobs for some time. But
tfuee ballots on the question have gone
against them - though the last of tlese
was a'calctrlated'defeat to stop protests
at the closure of L,ewis Merthyr colliery
last March spreading into an unwanted

strike over one closure. (See Playtime
April '83). Scargill has been anxious
not to make the mistake the NGA did
over Warrington - tying a 'confrontation'
with the NCB/Government to one pit
closure. The NUM have no answer to
the NCB's economic arguments in any
particular case - sharing as they do the
same capitalist logic. The NUM's c,ase is
national - for NUM involvement in dec-
iding the Tuture of the industry'.

This strike came about as spontaneously
as the near strike last March. This time
however the NUM leadership thought
something might be made of it. It began
on the shalcy foundation of the overtime
ban, which groups of miners had already
attempted to break. The national leaders.
ship had won agreement for the ban over
the question of pay. Overtime bans are a



traditional barometel for testing milit-
ancy. ln this case it was clearly hoped
that the hardship it caused minen - tied
into the circuit of mortgage and credit
debts to a much greater extent than in
"12 ot'74 - would generate anger that
could be channelled into a 'show.down'
with the NCB this winter. (The overtime
ban supposedly reducing the level ofcoal
stocks before then)

However it also came at the end of a series
of pit closures, in which resistance
(seldom solid in the first place) had been
scuppered by the regional or national
NUM executives. (Most notably at Lewis
Merthyr and at Polmaise in Scotland last
winter - both in traditionally militant
areas). The direct catalyst to the present
strike was the announcement of the
closure of Cortonwood colliery in
militant S.Yorkshire. Having established
at a show of hands on March 4th that
Cortonwood itself was 'nearly unanimous'
in favour of strike action the regional
executive called a regional strike confident
of overwhelming support in their area.
Scotland followed suit. Though rumblings
of discontent were audible elsewhere the
strike would probably have remained
regional. However MacGregor at this
point announced his plans for the industry.
That production targets had been set
which involved the closure of between
20 and 28 pits and at least 20p00 jobs
over the next year. He also warned that
this would involve 'if necessary' the
industries first compulsory redundancies.
This deliberate challenge brought out
other ar-eas, some by executive strike
call, some after ballots. Some ballots
were against striking however.

Scargill and the 'militant' NUM leaders
waited for a 'domino effect' to occur -
one area following another out on strike,
or being picketed out by miners from
other areas. This avoided a national
ballot which they wete'nt sure of
winning until some weeks into the strike,
and which in some areas would clearly
have been lost - risking a refusal to
strike in those areas. On the other hand if
the strike didn't spread or the militancy
proved not to be there the 'militant'
leaders would'nt have shot their bolt -
knowing that they would be unlikely to
have a second chance for the sort of
union run national strike they wanted.
While this strategy of inaction worked its
course, Scargill spent the first two weeks
of the strike in the High Court, arguing
over the unions pension fund strategy.

The 'domino effect' strategy suited the
executive - it sowed the seeds of future
problems. Though confrontation had
been signalled for long enough for the
NCB and Government to make preparat-

ions, the strikes 'spontaneous' develop-
ment meant that few preparations were in
hand on the part of the union or the
miners themselves. Striking with coal
stocks high meant a long financially
damaging strike. The miners had little
time to make financial or material prep-
arations of any kind. In 'moderate' areas
not even the unions basic case for a
national strike had been put to the miners
as pickets from other areas were to disco'
ver. The first priority target for picketing
became not coal stocks or movements but
other pits. In some cases picketing was
successful. In others - and particularly in
Nottinghamshire it failed abysmally.

Notts has always been a 'moderate'
area, and this was not the first time
Yorkshire miners had attempted to
picket them out. This time it was done
without any prior appeals to the Notts
miners by either the union or by fellow
miners. The national executive were
letting matters take their course, and in
any case would'nt tread on the toes of
the regional executive. The Notts execu-
tive without actually saying so were
clearly signalling to the membership that
strike calls could be ignored, and busily
isolating those militants who had come
out on strike. Sadly there was no attempt
by Yorkshire miners themselves to go to
the Notts miners before picketing.
Perhaps they assumed that talking could
be left to the union. In fact attitudes
had been hardening before the strike
began. Notts miners had been working
harder during the overtime ban to increase
production bonuses. When picketing
began the police operation in the county
made it all but impossible to approach
Notts miners directly. And as violence

developed out of the frustrations of not
being able to picket, divisions became
set hard. To such an extent that a
'right to work'/'right to a ballot'backlash
emerged which eventually turned on the
Notts executive when it finally called for
picket lines to be observed as a matter of
loyalty to the union.

When the picketing began the NCB went
to court for an injunction against it. They
adjourned it a week later howcver - partly
because they realised attempts at sequest'
ering funds might unite the miners at a
time when it seemed the strike might
still crash on takeoff. But partly because
it was clear that the police operation was
succeeding in making picketing ineffect'
ive. iv

The executive refused to call a national
ballot, preferring to defer a decision from
meeting to meeting. The furore over the
ballot served its purpose in building tens-
ions between militant and moderate
executives. Eventually to maintain union
'unity' it was agreed to call a delegate
conference instead. The conference
endorsed the strike and handed control
of it to the national leadership in an
attempt to give it purpose and direction.
The half-heartedness and lack of prepar-
ation on the part of the regional executi-
ves was already making itself felt in terms
of weakness in picketing. But handing
control over to the national leadership
can only be against the interests of the
miners, in terms both of waging the strike
and what the strike will achieve. This is
already evident. The unsuccesful picket-
ing in Notts was stepped up. It remained
unsuccessful and diverted resources from
more important targets. Outside the power
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MINERS! BY THE LEFT! UICKMARCH!

stations and coal depots dispensations
allowing coal through for essential services,
negotiated between unions, has made
noflSense of the picketing. Where other
tactics developed such as the motorway
blockades it has been on a wildcat basis
and the executives have stepped in to
stop it. Miners have been warned that
if they picket anywhere except where
they are sent by the union they won't be
legally represented by the union if they
finish up in court. More crucially the
executives have taken tight control of
funds, refusing travel and petrol expenses
for any but authorised activities. Since
the unions intelligence systems are far
less effective than the police's this means
that the only hope of making picketing
more effective by responding quickly to
events on the ground is lost. And since
the strike has gone on long enough
for the miners own financial reserves to
have gone, it means that where they are
unable to get their hands on donations
direct they are restricted to what the
union will permit them to do.

As a result the most innovative actions of
the strike so far have been those of the
women support $oups. These groups
have sprung up more or less spontaneous-

ly - admittedly helped by a social
welfare worker or two. But unlike their
role in previous strikes as a support group
they have become active in furthering the
strike in their own right. (It has to be said
that as activity by 'wives' this has been
welcomed by the miners. Attempts at
solidarity by women workers like nurses
and office workers has not infrequently
run into entrenched male chauvinism.)

The NUMs strategy of vainly trying to
match the police in set piece picketing
and appealing to other union leaderships
to police the blacking of coal move-
ments can only lead to defeat. Its move
towards staging rallies like those at Mansf-
ield and Sheffield cannot compensate for
this. It can only put in iloubt even the
'victory' the NUM leadership is seeking -
a new 'plan for coal'to agree the rate at
which closures are staged and jobs are
sold. The union has defied one court
injunction and will defy any more. But
that is as far as its 'militancy'will extend
in practise. From the start the NUM has
been dependent on rank and file initiative
- the low level of active support amongst
miners has lead it to try to offset this by
strictly controlling activities. Thats not
to sav ttnt thev wouldnt welcome

of myth and distortion, filling the air
with their buzzing ...

WE'LL LET THEM STARVE!

Moss Evans, left wing general secretary
of the TGWU, promised that his union
wouldn't let the miners be "starved
back to work". What altruism! (Visions
of grimy, emaciated faces beaming with
gratitude as Moss seffes up the dumplings
and gravy). Of course, if they are forced
to submit by anything less than famine,
tough. Charity begins at home.

Evans' sickening sanctimony is echoed
throughout the left and its publications.
Every week they print pictures of pickets
getting shit beaten out of them by the
police. What a morale-booster. Aren't we
high enough on righteous indigtation?
Or is there another message for the
working class? The left's journalism -
showing miners getting humiliated, and
writing up the strike in a'positive'way -
contains the same rnessage as the
mainstream propaganda it deplores. But
at least on ITN we get so see some kicks
going in the right direction.

miners initiatives to raise the level of
struggle - knowing that the control of
strike funds and communications they
already hold make it unlikely ', tou16 :get

out of hand.' But the bureaucratic
stranglehold they have already developed
can only act to defuse militancy and
initiative. Their strategy can only lead to
a 'siege mentality' ,as greater and greater
efforts are put into simply surviving the
hardship imposed by the strike, in an
almost certainly doomed race to outlast
coal stocks.

The miners can only win anything by
taking over the extension of the strike
themselves. What is urgently needed are
local victories - the closure of the steel-
works, or the blocking off of non-union
ports. Only some sort of success will
encourage those strikers who are not
taking an active role to get involved.
The only alternative is to trust Scargill
and follow his 'militant' lead into a
drawn out and financially crippling
strike. That is why the myth of that
'militancy' has to be exposed and
cast aside. Scargills role at the end of
the day is that of every other union
leader - not 'Mine Fuhrer' but Herr
Peace.

"surely the miners strike ptesents us with
the perfect opportunity to explain and
even clarify the deep division between
state socialism and anatchisrn."

Freedom,MaY 1984

The working class is perhaps big enough
not to give a dog's biscuit about the deep
division between the Plan for Coal and
the Anarchist Plan for Coal("Abolish the
Coal Board. The mines belong tP the
mincrc.') Bvt Freed'om has stumbled
across a rich seam of truth : the strike has
been the signal fot every creeping variety
of opportunist to mYstifY and even
moralise upon the deep division between
workers in stnrggle and parasites like
themselves..,

Swarming over the bodY of the
working class, contorting grotesquely in
the fight for improved positions, sharpen-
ing their needle-like ideological teeth,
sucking out bloody validations, digesting
them and trying to poison the host with
their excrescences, secreting subfle viebs
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Of coune, nobody has to buy the left's
papers or take their leaflets. But if I was
on a picket line, and some grinning trot
came up carrying a full'page blow-up of
a pig atrocity in one outstretched hand,
and a packet of pork sausages in the
other, I'd have to think about how
hungry I was before deciding on the next
move.

Other things show the left's desire to por-
tray the miners as martyrs to the bosses
and state. When the police get flexible
in their interpretation of civil liberties,
the left screeches about tapped telephones
and the right to move freelY on the
queen's highway. Well, the police arent
neutral, and it's important to point to the
difference between official reality and
what's really ha.ppening ; but the left
tums issues of struggle into moral points.
What can they say when workers block
motorways, bum dowri signal boxes and
sabotage vehicles? In public they ignore
it, in private they apologise - "oh, well
the workers ateforcedto do these things".
As long as they feel they can point to the
other side using dirtier dirty tricks' as
long as the workers take care notto outdo



the bosses in skulduggery, the left will
tum a blind eye, or even defend them.
The left always ends up promoting a
double standard. In its efforts to extract
political capital from the struggle, its
posture of outraged surprise barely
conceals the underlying cynicism:

LET'S RETURN TO THE 20's!

Digging around for sacrificial models
to project onto the working class, the
left turns its attentions to the past. What
a rich haul it has plundered from the
tomb of working class history. The long
strike of 1926, which ended in starva-
tion and defeat, is repeatedly held up as
a shining example of noble struggle in the
face of suffering. Thus the left tries to
wrap the shroud of the past round the
miners strike in 1984. lf they consent
to this kind of treatment, they'Il deserve
socialism. T?re left is promoting the
sacrificial myth of the miners as the
finest warriors :rmong the ranks of the
workers - the ones who might just be
able to save us all.

lTibune (415184) carried an article under
the headline 'WHEN THE NOTTS
MINERS STOOD BY THE UNION"
playrng up the appeal of the past for all
it was worth. For 11 yeas aftet L926,
Nottinghamshire miners struggled bitter-
ly against a scab union set up by George
Spencer. The final outcome was a deal
between the employers, the Spencer
union and the predecessor of the NUM;
one which angered many Notts. miners.
And in 1984 Spencer is no longer around
to set them up for division and defeat.
lnstead they have the NUM, which helped
sow the seeds of disunity by agreeing to
differential bonuses between pits; which
repeatedly suppresed and isolated $oups
of miners struggling against pit closures,
until it could get a dispute on its own
terms; which even now is fettering the
pickets by jealously controlling courmun-
ications and money for transport.

In getting round this and the other
obstacles they face, the miners will frnd
themselves burying large chunks of their

'heritage'. They will need to rely on
direct contacts arnong themselves and
with otlrer workers, in order to outflank
the bureaucracy (fuck the Cripple
Alliance); and on their own ingenuity to
outwit a well-organised, tooled-up Plod.

The minen do not carry the burden of
the whole British ,working class on their
backs, no matter how hard the left tries
to nail them to the cross,,no matter how
hard it tries to obscure the real issues of
this struggle by flinging shit in peoples
eyes.

DEMOCRACY : NOW YOU SEE IT ...

The left's line on the 'democracy issue'in
this dispute betrays the double standard
in another way. When it suits them, the
left uses all the arguments to hand in
democracy's favour. They will use demo-
cratic structures, for instance, to deny a
'platform'to groups they don't like. They
make a distinction between \porkers'and
'bourgeis' democracy, the distinction
being that'workers' democracy, whether
by ballot or show of hands, produces the
right decisions. When necessary, the left
will call for something called 'Active
Participatory Democracy'. This means
excluding part of the electorate on the
grounds that they don't 'Participate'
enough, i.e. they don't usually attend
meetings.

But when, as in the early weeks of the
miners' strike, the wrong side wants a
National Strike Ballot, lo and behold!
The left sees the light! Democracy is
just a bourgeois charade! Only the miners
on strike have the right to decide whether
or not to stay out! They understarid that
workers' own struggles, which almost al-
ways begin with militant action by a
minority, makes nonsense in practice of
the 'majoritarianismr (the idea that
nothing should take place untless a major-
ity agrees) and the institutionalseparation
of decision.making and acting that
democracy ensluines.

Thus, they sneeringly point out that
Thatcher is all in favour of letting the
miners have their say, but doesn't want a
GLC election next year because the
result could be embarrassing. Precisely .
The left's opposition to a National Strike
'Ballot is no less opportunist. It will attach
itself to 'demcicratic' ideology wherever
that ideology can provide a lever for its
own bureaucratic arnbitions. In private,
a leftist will darkly admit that the 'real'
issue is not one of democracy, but one
of class power. They're merely trying to
trick the workers into taking it. For
themselves , o f cowse . After the transition .

The point of coune is that democracy,

with its fetish for the airing of opinions
and the moment of decision as a prelim-
inary to action, offers nothing to workers.
It offen everything to those who would
divert, institutionalise or block their
struggles, whether from the left or from
the right.

TOGETHER, WE CAN'T WIN!

The mindless triumphalism and empty
sloganeering of the left has reached new
heights during the miners strike. The
more often they scream 'The Miners CAN
Win','Solidarity WILL Win', the more
abstract this Winning, this Solidarity,
becomes. Rarely does the left venture to
suggest what 'victory' might mean, or
how long it will last (except of course
that it means 'Maggre'being'Out'.) Every
week, Sociolist Worherleads with a variat-
ion on the same slogan, Six weeks ago,
they told the workers that Macgregor was
'rattled'. They told us he was 'rattled'
again last week. Time and time again over
the last 2 months it seems we have been
on the verge of a general strike.

But the masses cannot be allowed in on
the more sophisticated insights of the
left, for obvious reasons ; the masses
probably wouldn't take to them very
warmly. In private, the left is gearing up
for a defeat - not theirs, the workers' -
no matter what they say in their papers.
The theorists are already weighing up
the 'balance of class forces'. in their oily
palms, calculating the probabilities,
selecting scapegoats, perfecting the
'lessons' to be 'applied'. For in the end, it
doesn't much matter to the left whether
it makes its gains on the back of a victor-
ious working class, or one demoralised

I and defeated.
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The pollcc tactics used duing t'he miners'
shikc chow that the ruling clm have
learnt a gpat deal ftom the class stniggle
(boft in work-plaocs md on the streeb)
ovet rrcEnt yeas. No* they are rcspond-
ing accordingly. It's timd for a wodcing
dm cgunter-response

Many of the recent police actions are
nothing new. Over the past tfuee months
we've seen :

1) The routine and fairly overt phone-
tapping of union offices and similar
int6[Snce gathering procedure-s - (no
OouUt with the help of their fellow trade
unionists in the civil service - the domestic
counterparts of GCHQ). On one recent
occasion a phone cdl from ajournalist to
a member of the Yorkshire NUM staff
was intemrpted by a police radio message
about traffrc, and in S.Wales on the 6th
April a coach proprietor was asked by the
police to reveal the destination of pickets
10 mins. after the union had phoned
tlrougfu their booking. Miners and union
officials have responded to this by laying
false trails - at one stage sending hundreds
of police to a disused coal depot in Kent.

2) T\e use of infiltrators and agent
provocateun on picket lines. firis has
been done more or loss routinely through-
out the strike. On 9th April David Owen
Chief Constable of N.Wales admitted
using plainclothes offlrcers at the Point of
Ayr colliery and on 10th April kon
Brittan publicly defended the use of these
tactics.

When 4000 pickets succeeded in getting
to Babbington colliery on 9th April a
number of police infiltraton (in NCB
donkey jackets and NUM stickers) began
throwing stones. When one of them was
challenged he claimed to be from "a
Doncaster pit" but was unable to name
one. This sort ofactivity doesn'tjust give
the filth good excuses to nick people
(for example by shouting "Push" and
arresting those who do), but combined
with trade union accusations that all
picket line violence is the result of potce
provocation it ensures that the miners are
confused as to what's really going on and
so hesitant about doing whatever is
nec€ssary to make picketing effectlve.

3) The extensive use of snatch squads
(aided by police infiltrators who've been
known to "target" particular miners by
attaching cloured stickers to them) to
break up picket lines and grab "ring-
t:"d:tr]i

All of; these things were made use of
during the iryriners strikes of '72 md'74
and much of tlre blalant brutality thats
been seen - miners being roped to railings,
car windscreens being smashed with crow-
bars, pickets being beaten up and
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interrogated about their political views,
"saturation policing" in pit towns. . . . is
all. pretty standard stuff wherever prolet'
arians confiont 'their'law and order.

What is new is :

1) The level of national coordination of
the police. The idea that there is no
national police force in Britain has always
been a myth. fuid ever since the First
World War (and probably before then)
the State has maintained some sort of
permanent organisation to coordinate the
police and other state agencies during
periods of rocial unrest. Presently its
the Civil Contingencies Committee.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that this
coordination has been tightened up in
recent years.

In addition to this coordination at
governmental level there have also been
weekly meetings of the Chief Constables
and regular briefings from the Home
Office (known about by Fleqt St. hacks
but almost entirely kept out of the
papers).

2) The restriction of movement of flying
pickets which began in the second week
of the strike when Yorkshire miners
were turned back from lancashire along
the M62 and Kent miners were stopped
at the Dartford tunnel on the wav to
Nottingham.

.3) Although the use of snatch squads is
nothing new, the sophistication of
"disturbance control" techniques avail-
able to the police has been considerably
extended since the '81 riots. Police in
full riot gear (flame-proof clothing,
helmets etc.) were quick to appear on
the scene during the distu,rbances at the
mass picket in Wanington last November
and the 23 mm Police Suppogt- Units
used in the present strike carry riot
equipment as standard issue. It also must
be remembered that the police now have
large stocks of CS gas and rubber bullets
as well as water cannons to make use of
if they think it appropriate.

fire point is tbat the agencies of the State
have noted the problems associated with
large-scale struggles like the '72 & 174
minen gtrikes, r78 lorry drivers strike,
1980 steel strike, 1981 riots and So on,
and have made suitable contingencyplans.
orr the one hand there have been strategic
economic preparations like ensuring large
stock-piles of coal at power stations, and
on the other the incieasing organisational
sophis-tication and "tooling up" of the
police and other State bodies.

The CivilContingencies Committee is one
of the .$tantling Cabinet committees set
up to deal with the major areas of
Government activity. It was set up as the
National Security Committee by the Heath
government trL 1972 to replace the Home
Office'Emergencies Committee' which
had proved ineffective during the '72
miners strike. Its brief was to redraw the
national War Plan on the assumption that
the main enemy would be internal, to
cover full-scale 'state of emergency' situa-
tions (prolonged strikes by key workets,
insurrections etc). This was accomplished
by L975, at which time the Committee
was renamed and continued with its other'
task of making plans for 'contingencies'
- covering everything short of a full
soale Emergency - terrorism; hi-jacking,
flood disasters, maintaining essential serv-
ices during strikes etc.

'It is serviced by the Civil Contingencies
Unit within the Cabinet Office which sets
up interdepartmental teams to plan
coordination between ministries, police
and mifitary with regard to specific
threats of strike action. (This includes
coordinating intelligence as to strike
plans). Assessments of the s€riousness
of the strike and suggestions for counter-
meiuiures are presented to the Emergen-
cies Committee, a sub-committe of
the Civil Contingencies Committee,
which takes charge if the threat mater.
ialises: Then during the strike the Unit
co-ordinates the activities of the
different ministries, and if necessary the
regional and county emergency cofirm-
ittees.

The police equivalent ofthis last function
is the National Reporting Centre based at
New Scotland Yard. Not as some have
thought a new body established specific-
ally to 'get' the miners this time - it was
the main control centre during the riots

'in '81. However the miners strike in '72
was instrumental in focussing ruling class
attention on the need for reform along
these .lines. "In November '73 Home
Secretary Robert Carr announced that
next time the police intended to 'stop.
the masses forming'. The police planned
to set' up regional 'intelligence units'
co-ordinated by Scotland Yard."
(Daily Telegraph l4llll73 quoted in
State Research l4). In fact this was

TEE NOBTE Wales poliec
foree ls Plenniqg to helt re'
crultnent hecause of the
sror|tns GoEt of . polieing
plckets at tJre Poirit of Ayr
colllery, near Prrcstatyn, .the
only plt In Wales stlll work-
lng lte operatlon, whlch in-
volves up to 200 offeers et
eyery rhlft change, is costing

. ah ertra C350,000 a week -
an estlnaed 93 nillton to
date. About helf the 620
minerc at the pit are on
strike, wlth the rest defying
e union Inrltructlon to loin
the stopDage;

Guardian 1415184.



workingclissisalwaysasoundinvestment. to force the union to remove pickets or itself could be extended to tie police
The Hampshire constabulary chartered a be savagely filed owes as much to his resources down or even preveni the
Bo€ng J37;to fly 126 officers to the Eas-t belief thai the miners can be defeated movement of police reinforce'ments.
Mdlarids, Wholelse would'harpry_c"hhvish. . without it as it does to his fear of aunited

I .f"o r"rp"rs*.corirppnll.q4qiout laid" tin ,to;*.$fe"thein , class response.
totheirplacdof iidrk?ii .i .. : , . , break through police road blocks on the

_ :. . 
Tde: quners helitatiog ab.olt takilg the approaches io iitr. As one Kent.miner

il; il.f,; ffi-#;;ri"- ;iil;; attempts to block potorwayl.atso.shory.ed
,tni;k 11[;;t g*i-#"-.cd; G;t a.ryelcom3. break from traditional tactics
ir[d tfrrad;;iil;ffi- i"srird; which aside from causing disruption in
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G.C.[I .Q.

In the outrage over the Govemment
'disenfranchising' the white collar secret
police auxiliaries at GCHQ one official
secret remained a mystery - whY on
earth had they done it ? Theories about
American pressure probably had a grain
of truth, but seemed unlikely as the only
explanation (quite aput from being
obvious products of rabid left national-
ism). Talk about this being the thin end
of the wedge in de-unionising the civil
service and the public sector were
obvious nonsense. The government didn't
merely fail to make political capital out
of the affair along these lines, it bent over
backwards to insist it was untrue. Their
actions throughout were hardly those of
a-body taking the first step in a cootdin-
ated campaign.

A more convincing explanation was given
to a playmate b.y a CPSA union bureau-
crat. Apparently the Government had

the law-Livingstone
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been anxious to counter civil service dis-
affection over low pay in institutions like
GCHQ - the importance of keeping the
loyalty of a crucial part of their planning
for war was obvious. They decided they
would do this by raising their wages
significantly. However since they had no
intention of extending this benefit to
those state employees merely engaged
in servicing British capitalism this meant
seperating the GCHQ workers from
national negotiating machinery. Far from
wishing to de-unionise them the governm-
ent wanted them to have their 'ownl
union in the form of a staff association,
which would then negotiate the pay rises.
So much for theory - the Foreign Office
then proceeded to comprehensively
bollocks the whole thing up, assisted by
some 'banana-skin' sabotage by Fint
Division civil servants (the only effective
industrial action during the whole affair).

If this is true it will be interesting to see
how long they wait for the dust to settle
before instituting the second half of the
plan. It is in any case interesting to note
that while this explanation was believed
to be true by the leaderships of all the
unions involved, not a word emerged
about it in all the verbiage about the
'attack on our democratic rights'.

Red Ken breaks the barrier and fixes
it for his mum to rneet the Queen

MUNICIPAL
ANARCHY ?
Your lMuEddtotlion to Fllticslnd sid'

bn involres en dm6t r.llgious hllelin wh.l
you're doing?
wcl l ,  a l thoush I  h 3n agno{ 'c mv soi l  o l

@hrics rs \ery srmi ldr  ro oth<r peoPlc r  rded ol

;etision. I am nol one of $ose People
tho;eh, who believes in scientific Marxhm
I'n ;left winser nol because it can be Proved
coBect I iuillhink there are difterent Pays of

running society. and think that socralism 6 a

faker and betr€r way. OIcors il requrB an
ad o{ faith. There are t@ manv btrs and
pieces of rhought in me lo find a convcDienl
iabel .  but  I  tuPpose l 'm ao anarcho-

I'm willing to

Continued on page twelvel
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In responte, hundreds of strikes broke
out all over ltaly on l5th, February. Rail-
way lines and roads werqrblocked in
several places, and in Pozzuoli, near
Naples, workers stormed and ransacked
the CIS$g ofhces. Over the next few
weeks,tlibre was a series of disruptions,
includiltg local general strikes, blockades,
rolling 24-hour strikes and demon$trations
involving tens of thousands (mostly work-
ers) in most big cities. ftr March 8th,
there Was a general strike in Turin : the

Secondlyo meetings of FC delegates will
tend to act as democratic structures in
whichthe initiatives ofdelegates from the
more rnilitant departments/workplaces
will be suffocated,by the passivily of
those from the less militant areas (exact'
ly as happens in an ordinary union set'up).

Ho-wever, the FCs were by no means the



were about to make with the employers.

At the time of writing, the socialist
government is trying to make the decree
permanent as quickly as possible. The
Communist Party, having done every-
thing they can to divert the struggle away
from the streets and workplaces, and into
parliament, are now putting on the great-
est display of parliamentary opposition
seen from these cringing apparatchiks for
many years. After all, the workers hcue
paid good money to see the clowns
perform.

*This is led by prime minister Craxi of
the Socialist Party, although the largest
party is the Christian Democrats, who

from taking place, although t-here was a
widespread partday strike in Milan the



At'least 200,000 more jobs q.ill'gu .s
Mitterand's socialist govemment presses
on wjth its restructuring of French
industry. Finar,rco minister Delors, in line
to become'the new Prime Mnister, has
forecast.mbre austerity in the run-up to
the 1985 election: Deflation and fiercer
competition are to be punued. Govern-
ment expenditure is to be cut as a
sweetner for the bosses, behind the
rhetOriC of encour*grng industrial
investment.

(see WP March'84), when the CFDT was
in the forefront of resisting (i.e.
negotiating and helping to implement)
redundancies, the CGT has wrested back
the initiative from other unions and from
the workers in the steel and car
industries. Their action has been
described by Marie as "leading unionism
towards suicide" (if only!) His role as
Samaritan, talking over problems with the
government, has led him to claim that the
"real battle" is for "meaningful leisure",
where shorter hours will be paid for by
higher productivity and a drop in real
pay, This reflecis Mitterand:s recertt claim
that the emphasis of his policy is less on
econornic benefits tlian on 'social
reforrns'.

These reforrns were soon to be en-
joyed by the steel workers, whose
ieconomic benefit' condsted of 25O00
redundancies (l in 4 ofthe workforce).
They responded by implemeriting their
own brand of social reforms - attacking
local branches ofthe Socialist Party and
CFDT, rioting, blocking roads with
buming barricades and tearing up railway
Iines.

The restructuring of heavy industry en-
tails 60,000 redundancies in the steel,
coal and shipbuilding industries over the
next 5 years. The brunt of the steel
redundancies will be bome in Lorraine,
which is to lose 20,000 jots out of a
total of 93,000. This is on top of 3
previous redundancy schemes in the last
7 years, which took out 48,000 jobs.
100,000 worken demonstrated, or rather
rioted, in Paris. This time, a restrained
30,000 were marshalled by the unions in
hopes of a better deal from a socialist
government.

The govemmentla strategy has been to
take on one $oup of workers at a time
in each arca.2 months before the redund-
ancies were announced in steel, 28,000
were proposed in coal mining. The north
of France was to suffer most. Iorraine, in
the north-west, would escape lightly.
Thus, the miners were taken on in areas
where the steel workers were least
affected, and vice versa, limiting the
potential for joint resistance among
workers in the two industries and regions.

Milterand came to power promising an
expansion of heavy industry, and is now
running it down in much the same way
that Wilson's labour government did in
Britain in the'60s. Mitterand's white heat
of technology would raise coal product-
ion from 24 to 30m tonnes by 1990. The
reality is a projected decline to l7m
tonnes this year, and l2m by 1988.
France has tlte legacy of Giscard
D'Estaing's fetish for nuclear power, and

tne tovernment ha$.:'sicu'red altemativE "

energy supplies in the form of gas from ,
,Russia and Algeria. In addition, 9m
tonnes of high-grade coal is being
irnported, while low-grade French coal,
surplus to requiremqnt, is costing Fr750
per tonne to produce, and selling at
Fr450. A dozen pits are to close with the
loss of 30,000 of the remaining 57,000
jobs.

Steel was tp be expanded in the same
way. Two firrns were nationallsed and
given large investment subsidies. They
continued to make vast losses; and
production has had to be cut in line with
EEC quotas. The EEC has also directed
that all subsidies must stop. The left and
CP have simply advocated protection-
ism, devaluation and a continuatiou of
subsidies to cushion the immediate
effects ofthe crisis.

With the CP employment rninister
predicting an increase in unentployment
by 350,000 to 2.6m by the end of the
year, the govemment has promised that
the restructuring will not put more on the
dole queues. It has devised a two-year
retraining scheme onTOVo pay for 15,000
steel workers, Lorraine being one of 14
'restructuring centres' for new industry,
with a f.43m investment programme to
entice Renault, the Electricity board and
other firms to the area. Immigrants are
being offered 06@0 to 'retum home'
(many of them came to France in the
'50s),'with the approval of the CFDT,
whose deputy general secretary Chereque
- leader ofsteel strikes in the past - has
accepted a government post to implemeil
the programme, buying out workers in an
official capacity.

' The irony of piomising Renault to
Lorraine was higltlighted a few weeks
later, when the government turned its
restructuring attention to the carindustry.
A strike and occupation at the Citroen
plant outside Paris, in protest at 1,300
redundancies there (part of 6,000 in the
Peugeot/Talbot group, which includes
Citroen), coincided with the government's
announcement that the stateowned
Renault would shed 7,250 workers. The
unions have been at pains to take up each
strike as it comes, and drop it when the
next one occurs, fostoring disillusionment
among workers by theif willingtes to
enter into negotiations with the govern-
ment. Both the CGT and CFDT have
supported the strike at Citroen ; the CGT
in line with its argument that Citroen
should stop manufacturing in Spain, and
import jobs rather than can ; the CFDT
in order to press for better compensation
and retraining. Or even shorter working
hours, if the German dispute gains a hold
on workers' imaginations.
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WELCOME TO BRITAIN !

REAGAN IS coming to town on June 7.
Which means one thing is certain -
there will be more huff, puff and guff
-from the "opposition" than if the devil
announced he was weekendins in Salt
Lake City.

The Labour Party and its leftist hangers
on will be demanding an end to the
reactionary [. :agan-Thatcher Axis, and
the senseless dogmas of Monetarism,
which are destroying our vital indust-
ries. the lifeblood of the nation we hold
so dear.

The Campaigr for Nuclear Disarmament
will be pulling out its big guns for the
occasion. They intend to tell Reagan,
in no uncertain terms, that unless he
takes his cruise miSsiles back with him,
there will be BIG trouble. Didn't he
know that Britons never, never shall be
slaves? Yes, the mass die-ins will go on
until the message sinks through his thick
head that nuclear war is not a good
thing.

We, too, say quite unreservedly, that we
are not happy to see Reagan. "But
what is this?" you ask. "Has Workers'
Playtime finally gone soft in the head?
Have they abandoned their incisive
proletarian critique and thrown in their
lot with the left? Don't they know that
Reagan is simply a figurehead for the
U.S. and western imperialism?"

The answer is that we want to see
Reagan (and the other world leaders,
including socialists like Mitterrand and

Craxi) get the only welcome they
deserve: NOT one of protest, but one
of outright hostility. Our answer is that
no bourgeois politician, let alone
those at the top of the pyramid, should
feel free to travel anywhere unmolested
and unthreatened.

But this does not place us alongside
the miserable band of leftist hacks or
the ranks of grubby peaceniks.

The left deliberately concentrates its
attacks on figureheads such as Reagan.
The intention is to impress on people
the idea that Reagan is the only prob-
lem, American imperialism is the only
imperialism, and western or U.S. backed
capitalism is the only capitalism. This is
hardly surprising.

The Iabour Party wants us to believe
that electing a government ideologically
opposed to Thatcher and Reagan (i.e.
a Latour government) is the way to
fight'capitalism. Labour's leftist allies
may only give "critical" or 'tond-
itional" support to this great project,
but they too bolster this socialist re-
,formism. Their arzument is that That-
cherism/Reaganism represents a creep-
ing fascism, and that the fight for social-
ism begins with the defence of dem-
ocracy. And so their anti-Reaganism
ends up being another line of defence
for capitalism, an alternative ideology
to defend our misery and exploitation.

CND likes to portray Reagal as the
qag-hg cowboy who thinks he can ride

,into Europe for the big shoot-out.
.But they are the prisoners of their own
phony imagery. They merely want to
update the cinema cliche, so that the
tough guy gets put in his place with a
few moral platitudes.

BEYOND ANTI.REAGANISM :
ANTI{APITALISM

Yet these summits are a suitable target
for our anger. From June 7-9 they will
be telling US that the major western
industrialised powers have come through
the recessibn, and that prosperity is
around the corner. They will be telling
EACH OTHER that they need one lasr
effort, and the balance of class forces
will be turned decisively against the
proletariat. They will be telling US
that the west has closed ranks against
the "Evil Empire", and peace through
strength is guaranteed. But they will be
telling EACH OTHER that if there is a
major hitch to their projected economic
upturn, the war machine is in good
running order.

And so, wearing our heaviest steel-
capped boots, let's kick shit out of this
summer picnic. It's not our moral out-
rage we want to impress on "our
leaders", iust the tread ofour footwear.
Our message should not be for the pol-
iticians, but for our fellow proletarians
internationally - that we are taking
up the fight. For the world's premiers

, .and'heads of state; we have only one
thing to. sav: ,GET CANCER YOU
SLAGS:


